AROMATHERAPY
RESIDENTIAL STEAMBATHS

Aromatherapy has been recognized for centuries as having potentially
profound healing and creative powers. MrSteam’s AromaSteam systems
and natural fragrances enrich the steam experience.

AromaSteam System
By merging oil and steam into a sensual
mix, the AromaSteam System injector
pump atomizes the oil and creates the
perfect in-steam aromatherapy experience.
MrSteam’s specially-formulated oils are
extracted from organic flowers and plants.
Each aromatic oil offers a distinct fragrance
with characteristics that may support the
body’s specific needs.

• The exquisite collection of MrSteam
essential aroma oils are available in
replaceable long-lasting one-liter
(33 oz.) bottles
• See below to view our Aromatherapy
selection

MS AROMA		

$1300

Aroma Oil Liter Bottle
MrSteam’s Aroma Oil liter bottles are specially formulated and packaged for use with
the AromaSteam system. Each aromatic oil
offers a distinct fragrance with characteristic benefits:
• Eucalyptus - A deeply refreshing aroma
with cleansing effects, eucalyptus may
help open air passageways
• Lavender - A sweet, lightly floral scent,
lavender may help soothe anxiety with
its calming and restorative properties
• Evergreen - A refreshing blend of spruce,
fir and pine reminiscent of a forest on a
crisp morning
• Energizing Mint - A blend of mint, citrus
and herbs that may stimulate and energize

• Breathe - A tropical combination that
may help clear chest, nose and sinuses
These long-lasting one liter bottles (33oz)
work in conjunction with the AromaSteam
injector pump. The oil mixes with steam to
create a rich aromatherapy experience.

MS OIL 1-5

A r o m aTherapy Selec tion

Eucalyptus
MS OIL 1

Lavender
MS OIL 2

Evergreen
MS OIL 3

Energizing Mint
MS OIL 4

See product packaging and labeling for additional important imformation.
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Breathe
MS OIL 5

$110

AROMATHERAPY
RESIDENTIAL STEAMBATHS

AromaSteam Oils
Aromatherapy was mankind’s first
medicine, a holistic practice of
caring for the body using botanical
oils. Essential oils can be used to
stimulate the senses, or to help you
relax, promoting better sleep.
AromaSteam Oils can also be used
with AromaSteam SteamHeads and
Towel Warmers equipped with an
aroma oil well.

Individual 10ml Bottle
(103810-103814)
$33
MSESSENTIAL5
10 ml (5 Pack)

Eucalyptus

Lavender

Evergreen

Energizing Mint

Breathe

deeply refreshing

lightly floral scent

crisp morning forest

stimulate & energize

tropical combination

103810

103811

103812

103813

$150

103814

Chakra Oils
Aromatherapy has been used for
centuries to revitalize the bathing
experience. These seven oils,
corresponding to the body’s seven
chakras, can help connect you to the
mystical power in the chakra system.
Our earth-friendly organic essential
oils are 100% Natural Carbon
Bio-based and can also be used
with AromaSteam SteamHeads
and Towel Warmers equipped with
an aroma oil well.

Individual 10 ml Bottle
(104006-10412)
$38
MSCHAKRA7
10 ml (7 Pack)

Red Vitality

Invigorating Orange

Yellow Awakening
personal power
and awareness

helping to get back in
step with life’s rhythms

Green Harmony

Celestial Blue
communicate and
share discoveries

discover the rhythm
of surrounding energy

culmination of time,
place & being

104006

104007

104008

104009

104010

104011

104012

sparking raw
creativity

physical & mental
exploration

Mystic Indigo

See product packaging and labeling for additional important imformation.
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Violet Nirvana

$200

